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This is a legally binding contract between Aerodev, LLC and the signee of this contract 

Terms and Conditions 

DAMAGE WAIVER 
Aerodev, LLC  nor it’s employees- will not be responsible for damage to any Client Masters, Films, 
Photos, Slides, Videos, or materials submitted. We assure you EVERY precaution will be taken in the 
safe handling of your property. 
 
COPYRIGHT RELEASE 
Aerodev, LLC will not be held liable for any Duplication Or Transfer Copyright. Your printed name, 
signature and date below indicates you own And/or have copyright permission for duplication or     
transfer of master(s). This form must be signed before any production, duplication or transfer will begin. 
 
I have read and understand the above DAMAGE WAIVER and COPYRIGHT RELEASE disclaimers 
and will not hold Aerodev, LLC Liable for any damage or copyright infringement of the master.  I      
authorize Aerodev, LLC  to duplicate or transfer the video(s). I own the copyright Or have copyright   
permission for duplication or transfer of masters. Any illegal sexual or abusive activity in the videos will 
be shown to law enforcement. 
 
Aerodev, LLC will not be responsible for any damage to masters.  
 
 50% is due before production begins. 
 Upon taking possession of the finished product, the client must inform Aerodev, LLC of any         

technical or other problems with the video within 7 days. After 7 days, if no notification has been 
received, the client will be deemed to be satisfied with the product. 

 Aerodev, LLC reserves the right to refuse service to anyone. 
 This sum is to be paid in the form of cash, Venmo, Credit Card, or check and is made payable to 

Aerodev, LLC.  
 Failure of payment method will result in a $45 surcharge. 

Conversion price includes 1 DVD per tape. Flash Drives and multiple DVDs (depending on video file 

size) for SD Card conversions at an additional charge. 

Client has read and understands the terms of this contract 

Andrew Pelnar   

Aerodev, LLC President 

P.O. Box 36 
Brookfield, WI 53008 

Video Conversion Contract  


